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ABSTRACT 
We complete the results of an earlier paper by Sodupe, where interlacing 
properties for generalized singular values of matrices and submatrices are studied. 
We show that there is a close relationship between these interlacing properties and 
the *orthant-monotonicity of the norms involved in the definition of the generalized 
singular values. We briefly discuss interlacing properties for other kinds of a s-num- 
bers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an m X n complex matrix. The singular values of A are the 
positive eigenvalues, listed with their algebraic multiplicities and given in 
nonincreasing order of magnitude, of the positive semidefmite matrix 
(A*A>‘/’ [or (AA*Y2, which has the same positive eigenvalues]. For nota- 
tional convenience we extend the sequence a,(A) > . * . > u,(A) (t = rank A) 
of the singular values of A with an infinite string of zeros, that is, we define 
a,(A) = 0 for all k > t. 
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In 1972 [I51 R. C. Thompson found a complete set of relations between 
the singular values of A and those of any (m - s) x (n - r) submatrix B of 
A. These relations, the so-called interlacing inequalities for singular values, 
are the following: 
a/c(A) a %k( B) a ~kk+~+~( A) for all k > 1. (1.1) 
In [2, 3, 8, 9, 111 the reader may find some different approaches to these 
inequalities. 
Now let p and q be norms on C”’ and C”, respectively. For 16 k < n 
we define the following numbers, where &k denotes the set of k-dimen- 
sional subspaces of C”: 
ok(A) = min 
P(h) 
SE<,_I-+, OzmxaxES q(x) ’ 
p(Ax) 
PL(A) = max min - 
SE&ko#xXs q(x) . 
It is well known that all minima and maxima appearing in these expressions 
are attained for specific values of the arguments S and x (see e.g. [7, 131). 
Let us further define a,(A) = P,(A) = 0 for all k > n. These numbers are 
called the (Y and the p generalized singular values of A, or the pq-singular 
values of A if we wish to specify the norms (cf. [5]). 
By the well-known Courant-Fischer minimax and maximin formulas 
(see e.g. [14]), if p and q are the standard Euclidean norms, then (Ye= 
&(A) = a,(A). The main problem to be considered in this paper is to find 
conditions on the norms p and q that imply the interlacing inequalities 
%(A) a %(B) 2 (Y~+~+~(A) and &(A) a&(B) a &+r+s(A), 
(1.2) 
where A, B, r, and s are as in (1.1). Since we have to define the pq-singular 
values of a submatrix B, we have to restrict the norms to carefully chosen 
subspaces depending on B. This is done in the most natural way in 
Definition 3.1 (compare [4]). In [13] partial results are given on this problem, 
and the present work may be seen as a continuation of [I3]. 
In Section 2 we give an abstract approach to the generalized singular 
values. (This approach, though less abstract than 131, follows some of the 
ideas of [3].) Then we show that a substantial part of the interlacing 
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inequalities (1.2) follows from very elementary arguments involving basic 
intersection properties of subspaces. 
It is in Section 3 that we consider the concrete generalized singular 
values. The pg-norm of A, denoted I]A]/1,4, is by definition the number 
o,(A). If IIAllP~ > IIBllPy, then we say that the pq-norm of A dominates the 
pq-norm of B. We shall prove that, for strictly homogeneous norms, the 
interlacing inequalities (1.2) hold (f or any matrix A and submatrix B) if and 
only if the pq-norm of any matrix dominates the pq-norm of any of its 
submatrices. Moreover, we show that this dominance of py-norms is equiva- 
lent to a monotonicity property of the numerator norm p. The monotonicity 
property involved is the *orthant monotonicity, introduced in [12]. We close 
Section 3 with a characterization of the * orthant monotonicity of the denomi- 
nator norm 9, in terms of pq-singular values. 
The (Y and the p generalized singular values are known in the literature 
on operator theory as the Gelfand s-numbers and the Bernstein s-numbers, 
respectively (see e.g. 16, 71). In Section 4 we shall briefly consider interlacing 
properties for other families of s-numbers, namely the Kolmogorov, the 
Mitiagin, and the approximation numbers. 
2. ABSTRACT SINGULAR VALUES 
Let E be an n-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field, and let G 
be a d-dimensional subspace of E. Denote by gk the set of k-dimensional 
subspaces of E and by 4 the set of s-dimensional subspaces of G. 
In this section rC, denotes any function $ : E \ {O} + E+, where E+ = 
10, +m]. For any subset S c E the symbols 
sup e(r) and 
XC.7 
Xi$+(r) 
denote the supremum and the infimum of $(x) for x E S \ {O}. 
In the sequel we denote by l/$ the function defined by x ++ l/$(x), 
for all x E E \ {O} (here we use the convention that l/O = CQ and l/w = 0). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The singular values of +!I with respect to G E L$ are 
the following elements of rW+: 
q($,G) := inf SUP Icl(x), 
SE4l-k+, xcs 
(2.1) 
&(JI,G) := ,;p, ,‘gf,+(x), (2.2) 
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defined for k = 1,. . , d. For notational convenience we also define cw,($, G) 
= Pk(t),G) := 0 for k > d, and (Y~(I,!I, G) = &(JI,G) :=Q) for k < 1. The num- 
bers (2.1) are the ~-s~~gu~~~ values and (2.2) are the ~-si~g~~ar values of Ji 
with respect to G. 
The following properties are obvious for all integers k: 
1 
db’JI,G) = 
1 
Pct-k+~(+>G) 
and P,(l/$,G) = 
a~d--k+d#>G) ’ 
(2.5) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let r := n -dim G. The singular values of 9 satisfy 
the following inequalities, for all k: 
(a) ak(lfi, E) 2 IY~(+‘J, G) 2 ak+,(JI, El, 
6) Pk@> ~7) 2 Pk(#, G) 2 &+,Q, El. 
Proof. We assume 1~ k < n - r; otherwise the inequalities are trivial. 
The inequality &(r,&, E) > pk(J’, G) follows from the fact that .$ C gk. 
Now let S be any element of gk+,. Then dim0 f’~ G) 2 k. Therefore, 
there exists T E &k such that T C S. We have 
Consequently fix-($, G) >, & +,(+, E). This finishes the proof of (b). 
To prove (a) we may apply (b) to the function l/+9: 
Now, using the identities (2.51, (a) follows at once. n 
REMAHK 2.3. The inversion formulas (2.5) show that the (Y and the p 
singular values are, in a certain sense, dual to each other. We took advantage 
of this in the above proof, where (a) was proven by just putting together (b) 
and (2.5). [Conversely, (b) follows at once from (a) and the inversion formula 
(2.51.1 This duality will be explored systematically in the sequel. 
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The definitions and simple results given above make sense and hold on a 
more general setting. Namely, the role of E might be played by an s-space 
(see [31 for the definition), and an arbitrary complete lattice might be used 
instead of R+. However, our further development needs the additive strnc- 
ture and other properties of vector spaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that there exists a subspace H f &r such that 
E=GBH and ~~x+y)~~(x~ fog any x~G\{0} and ~EH. Then 
~lk($, G) = (Y~($, E) f~ all k < dim G. 
h&f, $ $(x + y)& Jr(x) for any x E G 1.0) and y E H, we have 
~~(~,G) = & +,(+, E) for aZZ k >, 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, cu,($,G) f tyk($, E). For I d k < d and any 
T E 4++i define S := T + H E &n_k+l, We have 
“k($>E)Gsup$ffz)= sup supJ/(x+y)< supJr(x). 
ZES ycH xeT xcrr 
Therefore a,($, E) = LY~($, G). The dual statement follows easily from 
(2.5). m 
PROPOSITION 2.5. As in Pr~os~t~n 2.4, assume that Jl(x + y) < $(r) 
for any x E G \ {O) and y E H \ (01; moreover, assume that G(y) g 9(x) fw 
any x E G \ (0) and y E H \ (0). Then pk($, G) = pk.J/, E) fir aZZ k < dim G. 
~Zly, if $4~ + y)>, @(XI and $4~) > G(x) fm any x E G \{Ol and 
y E H \{O}, then CY~(+,G) = (Y~+,.((J, E) for aZZ k & 1. 
Proof. Let S be any element of gk. Two cases may occur: 
Case 1: S f~ H f {O}. In this case we have 
Case 2: SnH={O). Let T := pr,(S) (the projection of S on G, along 
H). Then T E Jk and 
Thus, in either case, we obtain &(JI, E) Q &($, G), and so equality follows 
from Proposition 2.2. 
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The dual statement, concerning the a-singular values, follows from 
(2.5). n 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Consider two functions @I, +bz : E \ (0) + @+ and an 
integer s E (0,. . , n). Assume that there exists Q E &_, such that glr,(x) < 
I,!J~(x) for any x E Q l(O). Then we have, for all k, 
Proof. We may assume 16 k < n - s. For any S E gk+, we have 
dim(S n Q) > k. Therefore, there exists T E G?~ such that T c S f~ Q. We 
then have 
This proves /3k+s(~1, E) Q /?k(~‘z, E). From this, it follows that 
&+,(I/$z, EJ< P&/r&> -0 th en a simple application of (2.5) completes 
the proof. H 
In the next section we shall see that, under a convenient interpretation of 
the symbols 4, $r, rje, G, H, and Q, the simple results obtained above turn 
out to be the main part of the interlacing inequalities for singular values of 
matrices afforded by a pair of norms (p. y) over real or complex spaces. 
Thus, in the last proposition we have obtained one half of the interlacing 
inequalities. The other half, namely the inequalities (Y~($~, E) Q (Y~(I+!J~, E) 
and pk(~a, E) < &(+bl, E), is still missing. Of course, these inequalities 
would follow in a natural way from the assumption $a(~) < $i(x) for all x. 
We shall see later that this assumption cannot be weakened if we wish to 
obtain a general interlacing theorem on the pq-singular values. 
3. INTERLACING INEQUALITIES AND MONOTONIC NORMS 
In this section K denotes the field Iw of the real numbers or the field C of 
complex numbers. The symbols E and V will represent K” and K’” 
respectively. A norm on E is a functional q : E + R satisfying 
(1) 9(x) > 0; 
(2) q(r)= 0 iff x = 0; 
(3) q(hr) = hq(x) for any positive real A; and 
(4) q(r + y) < o(r)+ q(y). 
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The norm q is said to be strictly homogeneous whenever it satisfies the 
additional property 
(5) q(Ax) = Ihlq(x) for any A E K. 
Let A be an m X n matrix over K. We identify A with the linear operator 
E+V,x~Ar.Letusfixonceandforallanorm ponVandanormqon E 
to V given by x to Ax. For any m X n matrix M over I6, the results of 
Section 2 will be applied to the functional 
P(Mx) 
eM : E \ [O) + IR, given by I+%,( X) = - 
q(x) 
(3.1) 
For submatrices we use the following notation. We let I’(n) be the set of 
sequences r=(ri,.... T,), such that 0 Q r < n and 1 Q pi < . * * < r, < n. We 
call r the length of T. If r = 0 then r =0. For any u E T(m) and T E I’(n), 
of lengths s and r, respectively, we let A(a I T) be the submatrix of A 
obtained by deleting the rows oi, . . . , a, and the columns pi,. . . , T,.. 
Let E, [respectively, V,] be the subspace of E [V] orthogonal to the set 
{eTl,. . .,e,] Ho,_,.. .,u,]l, where (e,,. . ., e,) [(u,,. . .,u,)l is the canonical 
basis of E = K” [V = Hm]. Denote by Z$“) [respectively Z$!)] the n X n 
[m x m] O-l diagonal matrix such that Zr)x [Z~?‘)u] is the orthogonal 
projection of x E E onto E, [of u E V onto V,]. If no confusion is to be 
feared we also denote Z$“) and Zb”’ simply by Z, and Z,. Thus, Z,AZ, is 
the m x n matrix obtained from A by zeroing out the rows (+i,. . . , ~7, and the 
columns ri,...,r,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given u and r as above, the pq-singular values of 
A(al 7) are, by definition, the elements LY~($~~~, E,) and P~(I,$,~, E,) of R+ 
given by Definition 2.1; they are denoted by a,(A(a 1~)) and &(A(u 17)) 
respectively. 
Thus, taking (3.1) into account, we have the explicit formulas 
ok(A(olr))= 
Pcb‘w 
inf sup q(x) , 
SEG-k+, xES 
S c E, 
@(A(u]T))= sup inf 
P(T&) 
ss.8, xes q(x) 
S c E, 
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for k =I,... d, where d = dim E,. (We wrote min, max instead of inf, sup 
because, as is well known [13], th e inf and sup are actually attained for 
special values of the arguments.) Note that if o = r =0 then A(a 17) = A, 
E, = E, and Z, = I. The number ml(A) is then the well-known pq-norm of 
A that we denote by 
Note that the inequalities a,(A(a IT)) 2 P,(A(a IT)) [cf. (2.4)] may be 
strict for all k = 1,. . . , d. However, if p and q are strictly homogeneous, we 
have equality for k = 1 and k = d. We conjecture that the identity 
cy,(A(a IT)) = &(A(a IT)) holds for all k, A, u, and T iff p and q are inner 
product norms (the “if” part of this is the well-known minmax Courant- 
Fischer formulas for the standard singular values). 
In the sequel we shall say that the pq-singular values of A(a I T) interlace 
with those of A if the following inequalities hold, for all k: 
a/&A(&)) G&,(A), &(A(‘+ IT)) G &(A); (3.2) 
%+?.+JA) <a(~k(A(oIr))> &+r+s(A) Gk(A((+1r)), (3.3) 
where s and r are the lengths of u and 7 respectively. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any mX n matrix 
submatrix A(a I T) the inequalities (3.3) hold. 
A and any (m-s>x(n-r) 
Proof. We shall apply Proposition 2.6 to the functions $Z,A and JIA. 
Observe that from rank(Z - Z,) = s it follows that dimker((Z - Z,)A] 2 
n - s. Therefore, there exists Q E &, such that Q c ker[(Z - Z,)A]. As 
Z,Ax = Ax for x E Q, we have 
+&4(x) = til(x) forall xeQ\(O}. 
By Proposition 2.6 it follows that 
ak JIz,z+ E) 2 ak+,(‘h,.i> E) = ‘Yk+s(A). ( (3.4) 
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On the other hand, as r = n -dim E,, Proposition 2.2 implies 
The first part of (3.2) follows from (3.4)-(3.5). The same argument applies to 
the p-p9 singular values. n 
DEFINITION 3.3. Given a subspace W of V, the norm p is said to be 
W-monotonic whenever p(w) < p(w + u> for all w E W and IA I W. We say 
that p is *orthant-monotonic if p is V,-monotonic for any sequence u E I’(m). 
In [12] the reader may find a detailed study of and geometrical insight 
into monotonic and * orthant-monotonic norms. The following theorems 
relate these concepts with interlacing properties of pq-singular values. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let u E T(m) and 7 E I’(n) be fixed sequences of lengths 
s and r respectively, 0 < s < m and 0 < r < n. Consider the following asser- 
tions : 
(a) The norm p is Vu-monotonic. 
(b) For any m X n matrix A, the pq-singular values of A(a 1 T) interlace 
with those of A. 
Cc) For any m X n matrix A, IIA(a I TII,, Q IIAllpq. 
In general we have (a) j(b) * (c). Zf p and 9 are strictly homogeneous, 
then (a), (b), and Cc) are equivalent. 
Proof. (a>*(b): AS Z,AX E V, and (I - Z,)Ax E V,‘, (a) implies 
p(Z,Ax) Q pk). Therefore 
~z,*W G h(x) forall x=E\{O}. (3.6) 
We then have 
Here, the first inequality is a consequence of (3.6) and the second one 
follows from Proposition 2.2. The same argument proves the second inequal- 
ity of (3.2). This proves (b). 
Let us now prove that (c) implies (a) in case p and 9 are strictly 
homogeneous. We arbitrarily choose u E V,, v E V,’ , a E E,, b E E,’ and 
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define d:=(~+ uXa+b)*. For any r E ,E, and y E E$ we have 
p(&r + y))=la*r + b*ylp(u + u) and p(Z,Ax)= la*xlp(zr). Therefore, if 
we denote by vD the dual of a norm v (cf. e.g. [l]) and by 9’ the restriction 
of 9 to the subspace E,, we obtain 
IIAllpq = SUP SUP 
P(G + Y>) 
x E E, y I E, 9(x + Y) 
=p(u+u) sup 
Ib+b)*zl 
ZEE 9(z) 
=p(u+u)q”(a+b); 
la*xl 
= P(U) xy, 4T( x) 
= P(49’%). 
Thus, by Cc) we have p(~)9’~(u) < p(u + u)qD(u + b). It is well known that 
(cf. [7, p. 281) 
9+D( u) = inf{qD( a + b) : b I E,} 
for any a E E,. Therefore, we have p(u) < p(u + u>. This proves (a). n 
The following immediate corollary generalizes Theorem 1 of [13] in 
several directions: 
COROLLARY 3.5. For each CT E T(m) let U.S arbitrurily select a sequence 
7v ElTn) of length I ess than n. Fur p and 9 strictly homogeneous the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) The norm p is *orthunt-monotonic. 
(b) For any m X n matrix A and any CT E I’(m) the pq-singdur u&es of 
A(a IT,) interhce with those of A. 
Cc) For any m X n matrix A and any a E Urn>, [[~(a I ~~~~~~~ < IIAll,,q. 
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It is also possible to characterize the monotonicity of the denominator 
norm 9 in terms of pq-singular values and in terms of dominance relations 
for pq-norms. This is the scope of the last two results of this section. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let T be any seguence of T(n) of length r, 0 < r < n. 
Consider the following assertions : 
(a) The norm 9 is E,-monotonic. 
(b) For any m X n matrix A we have, f3r all k, 
dA(0l~)) = ad AT) and &(A(01 7)) = &(A&). 
(c) For any m X n matrix A we have, fm all k, 
adA) a ak(AZ,) ad &(A) a Pd AZ,). 
Cd) For any m X n matrix A, 11 A(01 T) llp4 > IIAZ,llpq. 
(e) For any m X n matrix A, llAll,,q > IIAz,llpq. 
Then we have (a) = (b) = (c) = (e) and (b) = (d) * (e). Moreover, if9 is 
strictly homogeneous, then all properties (a)-(e) are equivalent. 
Proof. (b) * (d) and ( ) c * e are trivial. As p is trivially V,-monotonic, ( ) 
then (b) = (c) and (d) 3 (e) follow from Theorem 3.4. 
(a)*(b): Observe that A(01 T) = (AZJ0l T). For any x E E, and y E 
E,l, Z,(x + y) = r. Therefore, as 9 is E,-monotonic, 
hz,(x + Y) G JIAz,(x) forall x~E~\(0), y~E,l. 
Then the first identity of(b) follows from Proposition 2.4. On the other hand 
rL,zjY) = 0 G @*z,(x) forall xeE7\{0}, y=Er’-\{O}. 
Then the second identity of(b) follows from Proposition 2.5. 
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Now we prove (e) * (a) assuming that q is strictly homogeneous. For any 
v E V, u E E we have 
Ilvu*llpg = sup 
P(vu*x) 
XEE 4(x) 
p( eievu*x) 
= sup sup 
XSE OCR 4(x) 
Iu*xlp( e”r) 
= sup = q%+(u), (3.7) 
X.0 q(x) 
where p(v) = sup0 E n p (e”v). We now apply (3.7) to u := a + b, where 
aEE7and bEET1. Note that v(a + b)*Z, = vu*. By (e) we have 
IIda + b)*II,, z Ilva*llpq (3.8) 
If we choose v # 0, then p(v) > 0 and therefore (3.8) is equivalent to 
q o(a + b) > q D(a). This means that q D is E,-monotonic. By [12, Proposition 
2.41 q is E,-monotonic as well. n 
COROLLARY 3.9. If q is strictly homogeneous, the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) The norm q is *orthant-monotonic. 
(b) For any m X n matrix A, ]]A]lp4 2 ]]Ao]],,4, where A, is obtained from 
A by zeroing out any one of its columns. 
(c) For any m X n matrix A, the operation of deleting zero columns does 
not change the pq-norm. 
4. INTERLACING INEQUALITIES FOR OTHER s-NUMBERS 
We shall assume that p and q are strictly homogeneous. With the 
notation of Section 3, given a matrix A, the pq-singular values o,(A) and 
&(A) are often called the Gelfand and the Bernstein s-numbers of A, 
respectively (cf. e.g. [6, 71). In [6, 7] th o er special kinds of s-numbers are 
studied, namely the Kolmogorov numbers d,(A) and the Mitiagin numbers 
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ok(A); in our finite dimensional setting these are the dual s-numbers of LYE 
and Pk [71, that is, 
dk( A) = c$( A*) and ok(A) = @(A*), 
where af(A*) and @(A*) are the 9 opo-singular values of the conjugate 
transpose of A. Note that for k = 1 all these numbers equal the pq-norm of 
A. Therefore the theorems of Section 3 are also theorems about d, and ok. 
For example, Theorem 3.4 implies, for any u E f’(m) and r E I’(n), the 
equivalence of the following properties: 
(a) the norm 9 is E,-monotonic; 
(b) for any m X n matrix A the Kolmogorov (Mitiagin) numbers of 
A(a 17) interlace with those of A; 
(c) for any m x n matrix A, IIA(a I T)II~_~, < IIAllpq, 
where, in (c), p, : V, + l% and 9, : E, + R are the projections of p and 9 (on 
V, and E,, respectively) given by p,(v) = inf{p(v + u): u I V,) and 9,(x) 
= inf(q(x + y): y _L E,}. 
Another well-known kind of s-numbers are the approximation numbers 
[6, 71 given by 
uk( A) := inf{ ]]A - XI],, :rank X < k} . 
An abstract version of this concept is given in [8]. The proof of the following 
result is essentially contained in [8, Theorem 51. (By the way, the proof of 
[8, Theorem 51 may be done using only the fact that, with the notation of [8], 
/.dA)>p(B) if B is a submatrix of A, with equality if B is obtained by 
deleting zero rows or zero columns of A.) 
THEOREM 4.1. For any sequences u E I’(m) and T E T(n) of lengths s 
and r, 0 < s < m, 0 <r <n, we have 
(i) For any m X n matrix A and all k 
%(A(@1 7)) G a,(A) and a,+,(A) G qJA(~l0)) 
(ii) p is VW-monotonic iff fbr any m X n matrix A and all k 
ak(A(al0)) Q a,(A). 
(iii> lf 9 is ET-monotonic, then fw any m X n matrix A and any k 
%+,(A) G q(A(U ~1). 
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An open problem is the complete characterization of the pairs (p, 9) for 
which the last inequality holds for all k and all A. 
Finally we mention the isomorphism numbers of A as defined in [6, 71. It 
would be interesting to investigate their interlacing properties. 
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